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Figure shows the on-surface synthesis of organic quantum corrals and the
quantum resonance states inside these corrals. (a) Schematic illustrating the
synthetic pathway from precursor (left) to the 12-unit macrocycle molecule
(right) with a proposed intermediate (precursor 1′) with embedded pentagonal
ring (middle). (b) Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) image of one 12-unit
macrocycle (12-OQC). (c) Corresponding bond resolved-STM (BR-STM) image
of 12-OQC, superimposed with constant-current dI/dV map of quantum
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resonance states. (d) and (e) BR-STM image of a symmetric Cassini oval-shaped
OQC, superimposed with constant-current dI/dV maps of (d) artificial molecular
bonding and (e) anti-bonding states, respectively. Credit: Nature Communications

National University of Singapore scientists have devised an on-surface
synthetic protocol to construct atomically precise and stable organic
quantum corrals (OQCs), which induce a series of new quantum
resonance states.

Creating atomically precise quantum architectures with high digital
fidelity and desired quantum states represents an important goal in a new
era of quantum technology. The intrinsic fidelity offered by these
atomically precise quantum nanostructures also makes them excellent
candidates for exploring exotic quantum science (for example, quantum
confinement, quantum mirage, and quantum holograph effects) and also
for potential applications in quantum technologies (for example,
quantum information processing). Future technological implementation
of these quantum materials has to meet the following key criteria: high
digital fidelity, chemical robustness of the artificial quantum
architectures, and scalability in the fabrication of the quantum
nanostructures. Unfortunately, current approaches and developments,
such as atomic manipulation in an atom-by-atom or molecule-by-
molecule manner or molecular assembly via non-covalent intermolecular
interactions, are unable to meet all of these critical requirements.

A research team led by Prof Jiong Lu from the Department of
Chemistry, National University of Singapore (NUS) has devised an on-
surface synthetic protocol (Figure a) for the construction of atomically
precise and covalently linked organic quantum corrals (OQCs) with
dimensions comparable to the wavelength of surface electrons (Figure b)
to meet the needs of quantum materials. Quantum corrals are two-
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dimensional nanoscale structures, which are formed by positioning 
individual atoms or molecules in specific arrangements that form closed
structures. The protocol allows for the precise engineering of quantum
states in OQCs with specific designs, which can be used to control the
properties of surface electrons.

The molecular precursors, which are specially designed by Prof Chunyan
Chi also from the Department of Chemistry, NUS, ensure that the on-
surface synthesis results in various OQCs with desired geometries and
large dimensions. The research team also used state-of-the-art scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) to directly visualize a series of new
quantum resonance states that arise from a collective interference of
scattered electron waves inside the nanocavities of the OQCs,
corroborated by theoretical studies conducted by Prof Aleksandr Rodin
from Yale-NUS College.

The team demonstrated the potential to engineer quantum resonance
states in open OQCs, which is achieved by the manipulation of the
organic structure using the STM tip. This technique opens up
opportunities for engineering desired quantum resonance states in
chemically robust OQCs for specific quantum applications.

Prof Lu said, "Our work opens up a new avenue for the fabrication of
robust large-sized OQCs with well-defined geometries for the
exploration of designer quantum states and their electronic coupling in
novel quantum architectures. Atomically precise and covalently linked
OQCs synthesized in this work are technologically alluring as they offer
both high chemical stability and digital fidelity required for on-chip
quantum device operation."

  More information: Xinnan Peng et al, Visualizing designer quantum
states in stable macrocycle quantum corrals, Nature Communications
(2021). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-26198-8
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